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school radio - bbc - year exile, rama and sita could now return home. to celebrate their homecoming, the
people of ayod-hya cleaned and polished, strung garlands of colourful flowers every-where and decorated the
footpaths outside their houses with brightly coloured rangoli patterns. as the last glimmers of the day faded
fromthe sky, people lit small lamps and placed them in the windows of their houses to guide ... the story of
rama and sita - ash mistry - the story of rama and sita this is the story of prince rama and his wife sita.
prince rama was the son of a great king, and was expected to become king himself one day. however his
stepmother wanted her own son to become king, and tricked her husband into banishing rama and his wife sita
to live in the forest. but this was no ordinary forest. this was the forest where demons lived, including ... rama
and sita song words & role-play ideas rama and sita ... - role-play ideas there was a princess long ago .
sita action idea: bow your head and put your hands together in prayer. rama was a handsome prince . rama
and sita activities - teachitprimary - tell the story of rama and sita in 50 words. tell the story of rama and
sita in 100 words. write a short letter to the king at the beginning of the story to persuade him that rama would
hinduism - rama and sita - 6. opportunity to sing an opportunity to sing your chosen song. the suggestions
from come and praise: beginning are: ‘let’s sing and dance (number 58) and ‘there’s a light’ the story of
rama & sita - stmarystilbury - the story of rama & sita once upon a time, in a far off country called india,
there was once a prince called rama who fell in love with and married a beautiful hinduism diwali - bbc - r e l
i g i o u s festivals bbc/schools/religion bbc©2004 rama was the son of king _____ of ayodha. h is father wanted
him to be king, but his stepmother wanted her own son to have the diwali assembly script - primary
resources - picture 2 : the princesses’ name was sita and she was very pretty. rama liked sita a great deal
and wanted to marry sita. sita’s father said to rama that he could marry his the story of rama and sita owncloudgonics - the characters rama, sita, lakshmana, bharata, hanuman, shatrughna, and ravana are all
fundamental to the cultural consciousness of india, nepal, sri lanka and south-east asian countries such as
thailand, cambodia, malaysia and indonesia . ramayana - wikipedia quick guide to the ramayana background.
the ramayana is an ancient sanskrit epic which follows prince rama's quest to rescue his ... rama and sita
shadow puppets - scholastic new zealand - rama had begged sita to remain safely in the palace while he
lived in the forest, but she declared it would be a thousand times better to be in the forest with rama than in
the richest of palaces without him. ramayana - national museums liverpool - ramayana (the story covered
in the workshop in the weston discovery centre is a short version of the simplified ramayana outlined below).
the epic story of the ramayana involves prince rama who was ramayana for children - london srimurugan
- while rama wed sita, uremia was married to lakshmana and janaka's nieces mondovi and shruakirthi to
bharata and shatrugna. these weddings were performed on a very grand scale. year 2 unit a1 - divali fronter home - itslearning - explore how, in the stories told at divali, rama and sita provide hindus with role
models and values to live by eg love, courage, loyalty, duty explore how, in celebrating holi and divali, hindus
learn about god’s power, love and forgiveness eg
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